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Cleaner #

Cleaner #

Grout, Plaster, Builders Dirt
Remover
What will it clean

Cleaner Number 4 is ideal to clean your ceramic and porcelain tiles after they have been laid.
Great for removing grout haze, plaster, cement and general builders dirt that has built up on
your tiles.
Warning : Not intended for wood, vinyl or natural stone floors or any acid sensitive surfaces

Where to use

Perfect for use in a kitchen, hallway, bathroom or anywhere your tiles and grout requires a
deep acid wash.
Deep cleans both your tiles and grout
Removes grout haze left from installation
Extremely easy to use
Removes stubborn marks or plaster, cement and builders dirt
High concentrated

How to use

1.Dilute Cleaner Number 1 - 5 parts water to 1 parts cleaning solution (400ml water - 100ml
cleaner).
2. Apply cleaner to surface and leave to act for 5 minutes, keeping it wet to ensure the product
does not dry up on the floor.
3. Then scrub the floor using the Floor Master Machine with the tile and grout brush attached
or green pad for best results. Alternatively scrub the floor with a stiff scrubbing brush or
appropriate pad.
4.Once desired result is achieved, remove all dirty water with a clean mop, sponge or cloth.
5.Rinse well with fresh clean water to ensure floor is clean and neutralized.
Repeat process if required.

Coverage

Initial wash / Grout haze removal - 1:5 - 15 sqm
Builders clean refresh - 1:10 - 30 Sqm
Wear suitable gloves. If swallowed, seek medical advice immediately and show this container
or label. Irritating to skin. In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of clean
water & seek medical advice. After contact with skin, wash immediately with plenty of clean
water.
Keep out of reach of children and animals
Do not mix with other chemicals
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IRRITANT

Must read entire label and tech/MSDS sheet before using.
These can be found at: www.thetilemaster.co.uk
User must determine the suitability of the product for intended use.

Benefits

RECYCLABLE 100%
BIODEGRADABLE

1 Litre

Grout,
Plaster,
Builders Dirt
Remover
Suitable only for ceramic, porcelain.
Removes grout haze
Removes plaster
Perfect for removing builders dust and dirt
Perfect for initial acid wash after installation
Not suitable for any wood or natural stone

